Modeling current density distributions during transcutaneous cardiac pacing.
We developed a two-dimensional finite element model of a cross-section of the human thorax to study the current density distribution during transcutaneous cardiac pacing. The model comprises 964 nodes and 1842 elements and accounted for the electrical properties of eight different tissues or organs and also simulated the anisotropies of the intercostal muscles. The finite element software employed was a version for electrokinetics problems of Finite Element for Heat Transfer (FEHT) and we assessed the effects upon the efficacy of transcutaneous cardiac pacing of several electrode placements and sizes. To minimize pain in the chest wall and still be able to capture the heart, we minimized the ratio, R, between the current density in the thoracic wall (which causes pain) and the current density in the heart wall (which captures the heart). The best placement of the negative electrode was over the cardiac apex. The best placement of the positive electrode was under the right scapula, although other placements were nearly as good. The efficiency of pacing increased as electrode size increased up to 70 cm2 and showed little improvement for larger areas. Between different configurations of the precordial electrodes V1, V2, ..., V6 the most efficient configuration to pace with was V1 and V2 positive and V5 and V6 negative. A more efficient configuration uses an auxiliary electrode located at the right subscapular region.